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Chapter 15 Organic Matter Diagenesis    Jim Murray  
(5/09/01)        Univ. Washington 
        
15-1 Oxidation-reduction reactions 
 
Many elements in the periodic table can exist in more than one oxidation state. Oxidation 
states are indicated by Roman numerials in parantheses  (e.g. (+I), (-II), etc). The oxidation 
state represents the "electron content" of an element which can be expressed as the excess 
or deficiency of electrons relative to the elemental state. 
 
If you have a compound and you want the oxidation state of an element, assign oxygen (O) 
to be (-II) and hydrogen (H) to be  (+I) and calculate the oxidation state of the element of 
interest, taking into account the charge on the compound.  
 
For example: 
Element Oxidation State Species 
Nitrogen N (+V)   NO3

- 
  N (+III)  NO2

- 
  N (O)   N2 
  N (-III)  NH3, NH4

+ 
Sulfur  S (+VI)  SO4

2- 
  S (+II)   S2O3

2- 
  S (O)   S° 
  S(-II)   H2S, HS-, S2- 
Iron  Fe (+III)  Fe3+ 
  Fe (+II)  Fe2+ 
Manganese Mn (+VI)  MnO4

2- 
Mn (+IV)  MnO2 (s) 

  Mn (+III)  MnOOH (s) 
  Mn (+II)  Mn2+ 
 
 
15-2 Redox half-reactions 
 
Redox reactions are written as half-reactions which are in the form of reductions (which 
means an element is transformed from a higher oxidation state (e.g. +II) to a lower 
oxidation state (e.g. +I)): 
 
  Ox  +  ne-  =  Red;  ∆G°;  K 
 
where the more oxidized form of an element is on the left and the reduced form is on the 
right. n is the number of electrons transferred. We can write an equilibrium constant for 
this reaction as we can any other reaction. Formally the concentrations should be expressed 
as activities. Thus: 
 
  K = (Red) / (Ox)(e-)n 
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We can also rearrange  the equation to determine the activity of the electron for any redox 
couple: 
 
  (e-) = [ (Red) / K (Ox) ] 1/n 
 
 Electron activities are usually expressed on either the pE or Eh scales as shown below. 
 
 pE = - log (e-) = 1/n [logK - log (Red)/(Ox) ] 
or 
 
 Eh = 2.3 RT pE / F 
 
The pE provides a nondimensional scale (like pH) that expresses the activity of electrons in 
factors of 10. Eh (called the redox potential) is measured in volts. F is the Faraday which is 
the electric charge of one mole of electrons (96,500 coulombs). The ratio 2.3 RT.F has a 
value of 0.059 V at 25°C. With these equations you can express the energy available from a 
reaction in terms of either ∆G, Eh or pE. 
 
We can express the equilibrium constants for half reactions in different forms as well (pE°, 
Eh°, K, ∆G°). Remember that ∆G° = - RT ln K. Then: 
 
 pE° = F Eh° / 2.3 RT 
 
        = 1/n log K 
 
        = - 1/n  ∆G°/2.3RT 
 
It is most conventient to write the various half reactions in terms of one electron although 
this introduces odd fractions for the species coefficients. The species that loses an electron 
is the e- donor (thus it is oxidized but is a reductant for other elements) and the species that 
accepts an electron is the e- acceptor (so it is reduced but is an oxidant). 
 
A summary of many redox half-reactions that may occur in natural waters (with values for 
pE° = log K) are given in Table 15-1 (from Morel and Hering, 1993). Note that all half-
reactions are written in terms of one electron. 
 
The pE equation can be expressed as: 
 
 pE  = pE° - log (Red) / (Ox) 
 
where pE° can be calculated from log K. 
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If you know the equilibrium distribution of (Red)/(Ox), this equation can be used to 
solve for the pE of the environment. Conversely, if you know the pE of the environment 
you can calculate the equilibrium activity ratio of the reduced and oxidized forms. 
 

Because the half reactions have different pH dependencies a common approach is to 
compare the various half reactions by calculating the equilibrium constant at pH = 7. This 
constant is called pE°(w). For example, consider the SO4/HS half reaction: 
 
            1/8 SO4

2-  +  9/8 H+  +  e-  =  1/8 HS-  +  1/2 H2O  pE° = 4.25 
 
we can write: 
 pE  =  pE° - log  (HS-)1/8 / (SO4

2-)1/8 (H+)9/8 
       =  4.25 - 1/8 log (HS-)/(SO4)  +  9/8 log (H+) 
 
at pH = 7 we calculate pE(w) 
 pE°(w) = pE° + 9/8 log (H+) 
 pE°(w) = 4.25 - 9/8 (7) = -3.63 
 
Values of pE(w) for the main half-reactions are summarized in Table 15-2.
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Table 15-1 Redox Half Reactions (from Morel and Hering, 1993) 
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Table 15-1, cont. 
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Table 15-1, cont. 
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Table 15-2 
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15-3 Redox Calculations 
 
There are two main types of redox calculations. The first is the calculation of what controls 
the pE of the environment. This is analogous to calculating the pH of the environment, for 
example when it is controlled by the H2CO3 system in equilibrium with atmospheric PCO2. 
The second type of calculation is to determine how trace species respond or distribute 
themselves with respect to that pE. Again by analogy when we know the pH we can 
calculate the pH dependent speciation of trace species, like Fe for example. 
 
I.What is the pE of water at pH 8 in equilibrium with oxygen (PO2 = 0.20) in the 
atmosphere. This is the typical pE for oxic conditions. 
 
We assume that the pE is controlled by the oxygen-water half reaction from Table 15-1, 
15-2. Note that the pE is relatively insensitive to PO2 but is very dependent on pH. 
 
 1/4O2  +  H+  +  e-  =  1/2 H2O  pE° = 20.75 
 
 K = 1 /  (PO2)1/4 (H+) (e-)  =  1020.75 
 
 pE  =  pE°  +  1/n log (oxid/red) 
  
 pE = 20.75  +  log (PO2)1/4  (H+)    (because n = 1) 
 
 pE = 20.75  +  1/4 log 0.2  -  pH 
 
 pE  = 20.75  -  0.17   -  8 
 
 pE  =  12.58 
 
II. What is the pE of water at pH = 8 in equilibrium with the SO4/H2S couple? 
Assume that HS- = 10-5 and SO4

2-  =  10-3. 
This is the typical of the anoxic end-member condition. 
 
 1/8SO4

2-  +  9/8H+  +  e-  =  1/8HS-  +  1/2H2O   pE° = +4.25 
 
 pE  =   pE°  +  log  (SO4

2-)1/8 (H+)9/8 / (HS-)1/8 
 
 pE  =  pE°  + 1/8 log (SO4

2-)  +  9/8 log (H+) - 1/8 log (HS-) 
 
 pE  =  4.25  -  0.37 -  9/8pH  +  0.63 
 
 pE  =  4.25  -  0.37  - 9.0  +  0.63 
 
 pE  =  -4.49 
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III. When the pE is externally controlled calculate the distribution of trace components. For 
example, assume a natural seawater at pH = 8 in equilibrium with PO2 = 0.20. Then pE = 
12.58 as calculated above. What would be the Mn2+ in equilibrium with γMnO2? 
 
Assume: 
 
1/2 γMnO2(s)  +  2 H+  + 1e-  =  1/2 Mn2+  +  H2O          log K  = pE° =  20.8 
 
pE  =  20.8  +  log (H+)2 / (Mn2+)1/2 
 
12.58 = 20.8  +  2 log (H+)  -  1/2 log (Mn2+) 
 
log (Mn2+)  =  2 (20.8  -  12.58  -  2 pH) 
 
log (Mn2+)  =  2 ( -7.78 ) 
 
log (Mn2+)  =  -15.56  or    (Mn2+)  =  10-15.56   
 
In oxygenated surface seawater dissolved Mn2+  = 10-9. 
Equilibrium does not exist. This is a typical case with redox reactions. 
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15-4 Balanced Redox Reactions 
 
A balanced reaction has an electron passed from an electron donor to an electron acceptor. 
Thus: 
 
 Ox1 + Red2  = Red1  +  Ox2 
 
In this case Red2 is the electron donor, passing electrons to Ox1 which is the electron 
acceptor. Thus Red2 is oxidized to Ox2 and Ox1 is reduced to Red1. 
 
The equilibrium constant for an oxidation-reduction reaction can be determined by 
combining the constants from Table 1 as follows. Say we want to study the reaction of 
oxygen with glucose. The two half reactions (written as reductions in terms of one 
electron) with their appropriate values of log K, are: 
 
(Rxn 1) 1/4 O2(g) + H+ + e- = H2O     pE° = log K = 20.75 
(Rxn 2) 1/4 CO2(g) + H+ + e- = 1/24 C6H12O6  +  1/4 H2O  pE° = -0.20 
 
We reverse reaction 2 (now it's log K = +0.20) and add it to reaction 1 to get: 
 
1/4 O2(g)  + 1/24 C6H12O6  =  1/4 CO2(g)  +  1/4 H2O  log K = 20.75 + 0.20 = 20.95  
or 
6 O2(g)  +  C6H12O6  =  6 CO2(g)  +  6 H2O   log K = 20.95 x 24 = 502.80 
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15-5 Ideal redox sequence  
There is an ideal sequence of redox reactions that is based on the energy available. In this 
sequence organic matter is combusted in order by O2, NO3, MnO2, Fe2O3 then SO4

2-. Most 
of these reactions have slow kinetics if left to occur on their own abiologically. Bacteria 
mediate most of these reactions and get the energy for their life processes. Because the 
energy of the sun is trapped in the C-C bonds, bacteria are indirectly using sunlight when 
they combust natural organic matter to CO2. Bacteria use the electron acceptors in the order 
of decreasing energy availability. 
 
Using the half-reactions in Tables 15-1 and 15-2 we can calculate the log K (e.g. pEº) and 
log Kw values for generic organic matter (CH2O) oxidation by various oxidants (or 
electron acceptors) (Table 15-3).  
 
Table 15-3 
Oxidation-Reduction reaction     log K  log Kw 
Aerobic Respiration 
1/4CH2O  +  1/4O2  =  1/4H2O  +  1/4CO2(g)   20.95  20.95 
Denitrification 
1/4CH2O  +  1/5NO3  +  1/5H+ = 1/4CO2(g)  +  1/10N2(g) +7/20H2O 

21.25 19.85 
Mnaganese Reduction 
1/4CH2O + 1/2MnO2(s) + H+ = 1/4CO2(g) + 1/2Mn2+ + 3/4H2O 

21.0 17.0 
Iron Reduction 
1/4CH2O + Fe(OH)3(s) + 2H+ = 1/4CO2(g) + Fe2+ + 11/4H2O 
        16.20   8.2 
Sulfate Reduction 
1/4CH2O + 1/8SO4

2- + 1/8H+ = 1/4CO2(g) + 1/8HS- + 1/4H2O 
5.33 3.7 

Methane Fermentation 
1/4CH2O = 1/8CO2(g)  +  1/8CH4     3.06   3.1 
 
 
We can also write a sequence of Redfield-like reactions to examine the stoichiometric 
relationships in more detail. These reactions are shown in Table 15-4 where OM represents 
the Redfield organic matter. Note that during aerobic respiration and the organic NH4 ends 
up as NO3. During denitrification both NH4 and NO3 end up as N2. For the remaining 
reactions NH4 simply accumulates. The "tracer" species commonly used to identify where 
you are in the redox sequences are underlined. Another approach is to calculate the 
accumulated alkalinity as diagenesis proceeds. Alkalinity will decrease slightly during 
aerobic respiration then increase slowly during MnO2 and Fe(OH)3 reduction. Alkalinity 
increases rapidly during SO4 reduction, because SO4 in seawater is about 25 mM and 
alkalinity is produced in a 2:1 ratio to SO4. 
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Table 15-4 Redfield-like equations for organic matter respiration. Indicator species are 
underlined. 
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The ideal sequence of indicator species can be seen in the following example modified 
from Froelich et al (1979) by including O2, SO4 and CH4 profiles. The insert shows how 
dissolved and particulate Mn are related. 
 
Fig 15-1 
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15-6: Case Study-Aerobic Diagenesis 
Equatorial Pacific at about 180°W. See Murray and Grundmanis (1980) and Grundmanis 
and Murray (1982). Figure 15-2 
 

 
Table 15-5 Flux O2 = -DO2 φ (DO2/Dz)z=0 where DO2 is the molecular diffusion coefficient 
for O2 and φ is the porosity. The average O2 flux was 0.027 mol O2 m-2 y-1. 
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15-7 Case Study-Denitrification 
 
When O2 ≤ 2 µM bacteria use NO3 to oxidize organic carbon. The NO3 is reduced to NO2 
then to N2. The NH3 on the organic matter is either oxidized to N2 or it accumulates as 
NH4

+. 
 
The following Figure 15-5 is from Cline and Richards (1972) and shows data from the 
oxygen minimum zone of the eastern tropical North Pacific. δN was calculated as the NO3 
predicted from AOU minus the measued NO3. The other panel shows NO2

-, which is an 
intermediate in the NO3 reduction sequence. Both suggest that denitrification begins at an 
O2 concentration of about 2 µM. 
 
Fig 15-5 
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15-8 The Global Nitrogen 
Cycle 
Denitrification in the ocean 
keeps N2 in the atmosphere. 
Figure 15-6 shows the regions 
of the world's oceans where O2  
< 20 µM (Broecker and Peng, 
1982). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15-7 shows a cross section 
through the oxygen minimum off Mexico 
(Cline and Richards, 1972). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15-8 shows a cartoon diagram of the nitrogen cycle. 
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15-9 Case Study-Suboxic Diagenesis in the Guatemala Basin (Emerson et al, 1980) 
Fig 15-9: Site M = metaliferous site on the East Pacific Rise (3100m). Evidence for Mn, Fe 
and SO4 reduction. 

Fig 15-10: Site H = Hemipelagic site in the Guatemala Basin (3500m). Mn reduction only. 
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15-10 Case Study-Sulfate Reduction 
Saanich Inlet is a Fjord on Vancouver Island where the water column is anoxic through 
most of the year. Sulfate reduction and methane production occur in the sediments (Murray 
et al,1978; Devol et al 1984). Comparison of SO4 and CH4 distributions and the SO4 
reduction and CH4 oxidation rates. The distributions suggest an anaerobic methane 
oxidation pathway such as: CH4 + SO4

2- → HS-  + HCO3
- + H2O. In Saanich sediments 

about 40% of the downward SO4 flux is consumed by methane oxidation. 
 
Fig 15-11 
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Anoxic environments 
 
Interspecies hydrogen transfer 
 
Interspecies hydrogen transfer is a central process in anaerobic environments linking 
fermentation of organic compounds to sulfate reduction and methanogenesis through 
transfer of reducing power from organic molecules to inorganic electron acceptors via H2 
(Valentine, 2001). H2 is a key intermediate in virtually all anoxic environments.  
In the absence of O2, fermentation is the primary path by which biochemical monomers 
(sugars, nucleosides, amino acids, fatty acids) are degraded. The bacteria  which carry out 
this fermentation cannot utilize inorganic electron acceptors, so instead they release 
organic acids, H2 or both as electron sinks. Other bacteria and archaea, which are otherwise 
unable to degrade the monomers, can oxidize the volatile fatty acids and H2 using inorganic 
electron receptors, such as sulfate and CO2. Tha partnership between the two groups is true 
syntrophy and in particulare H2 concentration is kept very low (see Wolin, 1982). The 
steady-state concentration of H2 in anaerobic environments is extremely low (nM to pM) 
(Novelli et al., 1987). The full extent of this interspecies hydrogen transfer in natural 
environments remains unknown. 
 
The use of H2 as a carrier of reducing power is facilitated by hydrogenase enzymes, which 
catalyze the reversible reaction 2e- + 2H+  ↔  H2. Fermenting organisms utilize the forward 
reaction to shunt electrons to H2, while H2 consumers catalyze the reverse reaction. These 
reactions can result in H/D fractionation depending on whether they take place inside or 
outside the cells. H2 produced by fermentation is strongly depleted in D (by up to ~600%o) 
relative to water. The standard picture of H2 oxidation is that the hydrogenase enzymes are 
located in the periplasm. The oxidation of H2 to H2O results in transport of 2 electrons 
across the cell membrane (e.g., to reduce sulfate). The hydrogens are left behind. This 
separation of electrons from protons generates a membrane potential that is used for ATP 
synthesis. It is possible that H2 is a source for organic-bound H in H2-consuming 
prokaryotes. Because H2 is generally strongly depleted in D relative to other hydrogen 
sources this may lead to strongly negative δD val;ues in organisim that consume H2. 
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